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Abstract  
 
 
Background 
In the past years there has been a rapid growth in the internationalization of several industries. 
This has not left the market for higher educational institutions unaffected as students now are 
more mobile and willing to move further away from home to study at a desired university. In 
this increasingly competitive market, branding can be a main tool for universities to 
differentiate themselves and gain competitive advantage. Still, research on university branding 
is scarce and the concept of university branding remains relatively unexplored.   
  
Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is to explore how a university can build its brand. The study will take 
on the organization's perspective with the aim to gather valuable information and insights on 
which activities the university indulges in to build their brand and spread its awareness.  
 
Method  
A single case study on Jönköping University has been conducted. The nature of the study is 
qualitative, and data were collected from semi-structured in-depth interviews with eight 
individuals currently employed at Jönköping University. To gain an overall understanding, and 
receive diverse point of views, the sample consisted of employees working at the four different 
faculties of the university.  
 
 
Findings 
The main findings of this study are that a university can build its brand through the use of digital 
and printed media as well as human interactions. Furthermore, the university has two main 
target audiences that require different types of branding, which are students and partner 
companies.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

This chapter introduces the reader to the world of branding and one of its subcategories, 
branding for universities. The authors discuss the background, problem, purpose as well as 
what research question this thesis aims to answer. Also, several main concepts have been 
defined to facilitate further understanding of the phenomenon. 

 

1.1 Background 
 
Branding provides a firm with the possibility to tell their story from a communicative aspect.  It 
can be viewed as a promise to meet customer expectations and more importantly, enables the 
firm to position their product in a way that differs it from competition (Judson, Aurand, 
Gorchels & Gordon, 2008).   
There is an abundance of research on different topics related to branding.  Broadly, two 
perspectives can be identified in this research. Firstly, there is research that takes a consumer 
perspective. This research for example looks at brand awareness and how well a brand is 
recognized by consumers (Aaker, 1991). Secondly, branding research has focused on the 
company perspective, looking into how firms develop a brand (Ghodeswar, 2008), and factors 
influencing this (Keller, Apéria & Georgson, 2012). For example, creating a brand identity 
enhances the consumer’s decision-making process, minimizes potential risk connected with the 
purchase and provides a feeling of community (Court, Leite & Loch, 2002). Hence, firms that 
do not focus on building brand identity are facing the risk of others telling their story, not 
necessarily in a favorable way (Judson, Aurand, Gorchels & Gordon, 2008).   
Similar to commercial branding, university branding also focuses on two streams of literature. 
The consumer perspective refers to the students, while the company perspective refers to the 
higher educational institutions (HEI).  Looking at the market for HEI, universities used to have 
rather little competition and branding was therefore not an issue that required attention. 
However, like most service-oriented organizations, universities are today facing an 
environment that is becoming increasingly competitive and must therefore strive to find new 
ways to differentiate themselves and tell their story (Judson, Aurand, Gorchels & Gordon, 
2008). 
One of the reasons to why competition is rising among higher educational institutions is that 
through the past decades, globalization has increased rapidly affecting most businesses around 
the globe (Tsui, 2007). This move towards internationalization has not left higher education 
unmarked as universities today must compete with their services on an international arena 
(Melewar & Akel, 2005). Therefore, universities act not only as institutions of higher learning 
but also as global businesses (Bunzel, 2007). Another reason to why the marketplace for higher 
education is becoming increasingly international is that students are becoming more mobile 
(Hemsley-Brown & Goonawardana, 2007). This mobilization may occur due to three factors. 
Firstly, there is an increased availability of information and tools intended to help students 
discover and apply to universities that meet their specific needs and demands. Secondly, most 
universities today expand their course selection by providing courses in English to fit the needs 
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of international students. And lastly, governments around the world offer funding for students 
such as loans or scholarships that support a growing number of students. Further, according to 
the Higher Education in Sweden Authority (UKÄ, 2018), there has been a slight increase of 
incoming students in the past four years, which raises the competition between universities in 
Sweden. A growing competition between higher educational institutes therefore intensifies the 
requirement for universities comprehending, influencing and managing a clear brand position 
(Celly & Knepper, 2010; Hemsley-Brown & Goonawardana, 2007; Maringe & Gibbs, 2009). 
Furthermore, a strong brand creates a beneficial asset for each and every institution, if it is 
handled in a complete and unifying manner that establishes lasting brand health (Mirzaei, Gray, 
Baumann, Johnson, & Winzar, 2015).   
 
1.2 Problem Discussion 
 
There are several different components, such as brand awareness, identity, architecture and 
reputation, to consider when using marketing to attract prospective students. As the market of 
higher educational institutes grows more competitive, using brand management to establish and 
uphold a positive brand image is of utter importance (Rauschnabel, 2016). Authors, such as 
Rauschnabel (2016) and Hemsley-Brown (2006), have done research on university branding, 
however they have only taken the student perspective into consideration. Hence, there is a lack 
of the company perspective within the literature. As stated by Melewar & Akel (2005), 
assessing a university’s brand personality benefits in composing a profitable brand, aiding 
universities in creating student, sponsor, faculty, and alumni support. Additionally, it helps 
boost the overall image of the institution. (Melewar & Akel, 2005) Branding for universities 
can be expected to differ from commercial branding since unlike a company, universities faces 
unique challenges related to their brand architecture, internal challenges and the various needs 
of its stakeholders (Rauschnabel, 2016). Hemsley-Brown and Oplatka (2006) arrive at the 
conclusion that there have been several studies investigating image and reputation, yet the 
concept of branding has not really succeeded in higher education marketing. Despite this, there 
are a number of authors, especially in the recent years, which have further explored the concept 
of branding within higher educational institutes.  Whereas branding research has distinguished 
between two perspectives – customer and company – the university branding literature seems 
to mainly focus on the customer perspective.  Therefore, the purpose of this study is to fill the 
research gap by exploring university brand building from an organizational perspective.   
Thus, within a theoretical perspective the authors will adapt the view of higher educational 
institutes. Important observations of this subject could be what universities actually consider as 
relevant when it comes to brand management and compare it with what current research 
considers to be substantial. 
 
 
1.3 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to explore how a higher educational institution can build its 
university brand. The thesis aims to contribute valuable information and insights on how 
universities can utilize the power of branding. Since there has not yet been research done 
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exploring the university perspective of branding, the authors aim to conduct a case study 
investigating which branding activities are performed by Jönköping University. 

 

1.4 Research Question 
 

Based on the purpose of this thesis, the research question is: 
  
R: How can a university build its brand? 
 
  
 
1.5 Definitions 
  
Brand: A service or product, to which the customer has a noticeable benefit exceeding price 
and functional performance (Knox, 2000).  

Brand architecture: System which organizes brands, products and services of a firm in order 
to allows customers to connect and associate to a brand (Gilman, 2019). 

Brand awareness: The extent to which a consumer is able to recognize a product or service by 
its name (Aaker, 1998). 

Brand identification: Degree to which a consumer can identify themselves with a brand and 
its products (He & Balmer, 2007). 

Brand Identity: Describes the individuality of a firm, its core values, aims, and beliefs, that 
distincts it from other brands (de Chernatony, 1999).  

Brand loyalty: The measurement of a customer’s attachment to a brand which mirrors the 
chances that a customer will switch to another brand if that brand implements changes in 
product features or price (Aaker, 1991). 

Brand Reputation: Regards to the way a brand is viewed by others (Stakeholders, customers, 
competitors) (DiAntonio, 2019). 

Corporate Branding: Part of a company's general marketing approach, which presents a firm's 
core values, personality and mission in each contact customer have with the brand (Sisk, 2019).  

Higher Educational Institutes: Educational organizations where further knowledge is taught 
usually after completing High School or equivalent (Ridder-Symoens & Rüegg,1992).  

Word-of-mouth communication: Oral endorsement by a convinced customer to a potential 
customer of a good or service (Business dictionary, 2019). 
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Chapter 2: Frame of Reference  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
In this section the reader is provided with theories, concepts, and literature, which are central 
to the study. In specific, the reader is introduced to the concept of branding in more general 
terms as well as in more depth towards branding for higher educational institutions. The search 
strategy to gather comprehensive literature was to use electronic databases such as Primo, 
Emerald Insight, ScienceDirect and journals such as ‘Journal of Marketing for Higher 
Education’. Literature has been collected by using keywords in relation to universities such as 
“branding for HEI” “creating a brand”, “brand awareness”, “architecture”, and “identity”. 
Given the shortfall in empirical work and the complexity of the phenomenon of university 
branding, we identified it is of importance to included literature about corporate branding in 
general. Key words we used were for example, “corporate branding” and “company 
perspective branding”. 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

2.1 Branding  
 
Already in 1997, Fombrun and Van Riel point out the increase of recognition corporate 
branding is experiencing within the academic and practitioner field in regards to promising 
economic advantages, built-in managing, and development of the brand (Knox & Bickerton, 
2003).  
Within the last 30 years, various brand metrics were developed such as brand image (Boulding, 
1956; Balmer, 1998), brand positioning (Ries & Trout, 1982), and brand identity (Kapferer, 
1997). These clarifications indicate responses to developments in the business environment and 
the changes of further observations of the nature and influence of the firms as intangible 
marketing mix elements (Knox & Bickerton, 2003). 
In order to understand the different components which are important to build a successful 
university brand, one first needs to understand the foundation of branding. According to Nandan 
(2005), in relation to consumers a brand is “An intangible asset that can build shareholder 
value” or as Doyle (2001) defines it as ‘a specific name, symbol or design – or, more usually, 
some combination of these – which is used to distinguish a particular seller’s product’. Thus, 
a brand is the foundation on which consumers are able to classify and build a relationship with 
a product or service (Weibacher, 1995).  Furthermore, a brand is a restricted ownership by a 
firm, which a customer encounters, connects with, and forms relationships with to perceive 
value (Brakus, Schmitt & Zarantonello, 2009). The term “consumer brand-knowledge” can be 
described as the individual meaning a brand has in the mind of the consumer (Keller, 2003). 
The consumer connects and comprehends various origins and stages of knowledge like 
awareness, benefits, attributes, thoughts, feelings, images, attitudes, and experiences towards 
the brand (Murphy, 1998). 
As stated by Ghodeswar (2008) the identity of a brand can be described as a particular set of 
brand associations which indicate a promise to customers and contain a main and extended 
identity. The main identity is the basis of the brand and a continuous part of the brand when it 
explores new markets and products. Generally speaking, the focal points of main identity are 
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attributes, service, user profile, store ambience and product performance. Extended identity is 
spun around brand identity aspects arranged into significant groups that support brand texture 
and completeness as well as concentrate on brand personality, relationship and strong symbol 
combination. (Ghodeswar, 2008) 
Further, Aaker and Joachimsthaler (2000) identify the need to be noticed, to be remembered, 
strengthen attitudes, and develop a strong customer relationship as the main challenges 
experienced by companies when creating brands. A key to achieve brand-building is to 
comprehend how to build a brand identity, which means to realize what the brand stands for 
and to efficiently articulate that identity (Aaker, 1996).  
However, the discussed theories and research are for corporations and firms, hence not all are 
applicable to university branding. The term “consumer brand-knowledge” can be described as 
the individual meaning a brand has in the mind of the consumer (Keller, 2003). The consumer 
connects and comprehends various origins and stages of knowledge like awareness, benefits, 
attributes, thoughts, feelings, images, attitudes, and experiences towards the brand (Murphy, 
1998). 
According to Ghodeswar (2008) the identity of a brand can be described as a particular set of 
brand associations which indicate a promise to customers and contain a main and extended 
identity. The main identity is the basis of the brand and a continuous part of the brand when it 
explores new markets and products. Generally speaking, the focal points of main identity are 
attributes, service, user profile, store ambience and product performance. Extended identity is 
spun around brand identity aspects arranged into significant groups that support brand texture 
and completeness as well as concentrate on brand personality, relationship and strong symbol 
combination. (Ghodeswar, 2008) 
Further, Aaker and Joachimsthaler (2000) identify the need to be noticed, to be remembered, 
strengthen attitudes, and develop a strong customer relationship as the main challenges 
experienced by companies when creating brands. A key to achieve brand-building is to 
comprehend how to build a brand identity, which means to realize what the brand stands for 
and to efficiently articulate that identity (Aaker, 1996).  
However, the discussed theories and research are for corporations and firms, hence not all are 
applicable to university branding. 
Linking back to Doyle’s (2001) earlier mentioned definition, the influence of a brand in higher 
educational institutes is characterized by every perception, image, experience thought and 
feeling that evolves into a link to the brand, in the belief of the costumer (Harsha & Shah, 2011). 
Judson et al. (2008) state the term consumer/ customer can be recalled with student. Just like 
an efficient commercial brand assists to appeal valuable consumers, a powerful university brand 
can impact a higher educational institute in its capacity to compete for the best students. (Judson 
et al., 2008)  
Bennett & Ali-Choudhury (2009) write that new universities are required to strengthen their 
brands to: 
a) improve market awareness of potential students as well as of their parents and career 
advisors, 
b) enhance their competence of recruiting high-caliber faculty & administrators, 
c) distinct themselves from competing universities,  
d) acquire market share. 
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While a), c), d) are usually also of importance for commercial branding, b) plays a more 
significant role in university branding since in this setting, the quality of the employees is to a 
greater extent directly connected to the quality of the institute and its education. 
  
From literature published by Hemsley-Brown & Goonawardana (2007), and Hemsley-Brown 
& Oplakta (2006), four main key concepts for university branding can be identified. These are 
brand architecture, brand identity, brand awareness, and brand reputation and will further be 
discussed in more detail in the coming sections.  
 
 
2.2 Brand Architecture 
 
Gillman (2019) defines brand architecture as a system which organizes brands, products, and 
services of a firm. This allows customers to connect and associate with a brand (Gilman, 2019). 
The discussion within the literature highlights contrasting approaches towards brand 
architectures.  
Permilli, Morrison & Million (2002) view brand architecture as the way a company organizes, 
manages and enters the market with its brand. Overall, many authors settle on the description 
that brand architecture is the approach in which products, brands, and corporate brands relate 
(Aaker & Joachimstahler, 2000; Muzellec & Lambkin, 2008). Uggla (2006), further discusses 
how profitability and efficiency can therefore be increased by offering a structure to brand 
management.  
As claimed by Petromilli et al. (2002), “Branded house” and the “house of brands” are two of 
the most frequently used types of brand architectures. Branded house architecture engages as a 
single brand to cover a series of offerings that potentially perform with explanatory sub-brand 
names. These sub-brands usually increase clearness and additional definition to the offering. 
The other end of the range house of brands architecture distinguishes a body of stand-alone 
brands. Each brand functions individually to expand its market share and financial return. This 
approach is based on the assumption that the total value of the performance of the spectrum of 
independent brands will be better than if they were handled under the emblem of a single master 
brand. (Petromilli et al., 2002) 
 
Within the HEI context, brand architecture is the framework which makes it possible for the 
university to manage and market programs and services. It should be in line with the support 
structure, mission, and strategies, however contrasting strategies demand contrasting 
architectures (Hemsley-Brown & Goonawardana, 2007). 
Similar to other service organizations, universities have intangible and convoluted product 
offerings (Marquardt, Golicic, & Davis, 2011). This can evolve into a challenge for universities 
since the institution, course, experience or the qualification could be the ‘product’ and therefore 
be a brand on its own (Dibb & Simkin, 1993). In agreement with this, Hemsley- Brown & 
Goonawardana (2007) propose that a university might have various sub-brands to coordinate 
especially when faculties and departments are separated. In compliance, Chapleo (2015) 
discovered that university departments regularly show qualities of sub-brands since their 
marketing pursuits distinctive external stakeholders. Contrary, a restricted examination in 
relevant literature advocates that expanding sub-brands within services is bound to be 
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unsuccessful (Rahman & Areni, 2014). Adding on, sub-brands in services are innately less 
tangible, possibly confusing towards customers and contributing to brand dilution (Devlin, 
2003; Hsu et al, 2015). 
 
 
2.3 Brand Identity  
 
Brand identity describes the individuality of a firm, the core values, aims, and beliefs that differs 
it from other brands (de Chernatony, 1999). In other words, brand identity describes how the 
organization is perceived internally (He & Balmer, 2007). Within the literature regarding brand 
identity, the discussion on the subject revolves around what the actual identity of a brand is and 
how it can be described. Authors, such as Aaker (1996), discusses the importance of having an 
internal understanding of a company’s core identity in order for customers to be able to identify 
with the brand.  
 If HEIs seek to develop a unique identity different from competitors, a deeper understanding 
of the topics brand identity and brand image helps enable brand owners to communicate more 
efficiently with stakeholders, such as faculty members and students (Hemsley- Brown et al., 
2016). A significant benefit of branding is its capability of turning students into university 
ambassadors by providing a sense of belongingness or identification with the university 
(Wilkins et al., 2015). University identification is a particular form of social identification 
referring to a student’s attachment or belongingness with the HEI (Wilkins & Huisman, 2013). 
According to Hemsley-Brown et al. (2016), research on university identification can provide 
new and useful insight on how branding has impact on a student’s perception and behavior 
towards the HEI. Balaji, Roy, and Saadeque (2016) conducted a study examining the role of 
university brand personality, university brand prestige, and university brand knowledge in the 
development of student-university identification. In the study, brand knowledge and brand 
prestige were identified as two key determinants of university identification. The authors found 
that the more attractive students perceive the university’s identity to be, the stronger they will 
identify themselves with the university, which in turn leads to shared goals and values between 
the student and the university. (Balaji et al. 2016) Thus, university identification can lead to the 
development of a long-lasting relationship between the student and its university (Hemsley- 
Brown et al., 2016). Further, Balaji et al. (2016), propose that HEIs should invest in branding 
activities that build stronger student-university identification in order to strengthen the 
university supportive behaviors of the students. 
 

2.4 Brand Awareness 
 
The term “brand awareness” describes the ability of a customer to remember a brand or to which 
extent a customer is familiar with a brand (Keller, 2008).  It is a primitive level of brand 
knowledge, which means the customer is able to identify at least the name of the brand. Brand 
awareness is therefore also a fundamental limitation in any search related to a brand and it is 
the capability of a consumer to remember and recognize a brand in various situations (Shahid, 
Hussain & Zafar, 2017).  Scholars agree that brand awareness influences the decision making 
of a consumer regarding whether to buy a product or not. The aim of a brand management team 
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is to build a brand that lasts for as long as possible (Kapferer 2004; Keller, 2003). According to 
Shahid et al. (2017), a company should consider various factors influencing their brand 
awareness. An attractive brand name increases the motivation of consumers to purchase a 
product and is therefore needed. Effective advertising can support a company in developing 
awareness around its brand (Shahid, et al., 2017). Adding on, a strong brand awareness derives 
from the feeling of familiarity and does in turn contribute with a critical competitive advantage 
(Elliott, Percy & Perva, 2018). 
 
Regarding university branding, according to Sevier (2001), there are two components which 
are essential when building a brand. Firstly, brand awareness determines whether the targeted 
audience will notice you, and when and how they’ll respond to it. However, even when the 
brand is noticed there may be a lack of relevance. For example, the audience may be aware of 
the university’s programs, but this information is not relevant to the audience. The second 
component is therefore relevance. The author stresses that the message needs to both fill a need 
and be relevant to the audience.  These two elements are therefore key components for a brand 
to be effective. (Sevier, 2001) 
In order to create brand distinction to engage students, Signaling theory helps clarify how 
universities communicate their messages. Three focal points of Signaling theory are: the sender 
(source of the message), the receiver (intended target of the message), and the signal (message 
encoding). However, the receiver may assess the signal and convert the message differently 
from the original intentions of the sender (Connelly, Certo, Ireland, & Reutzel, 2011). Hence, 
the receiver gives feedback on whether the signal was grasped or not (Gulati & Higgins, 2003). 
According to Williams & Omar (2014), customers will only understand the values of the 
university if the message is constantly and frequently endorsed, and it is therefore important to 
measure the level of awareness achieved, to learn whether the university has succeeded in 
communicating its brand.  
Earlier studies imply that stakeholders experiencing various brand messages from universities 
create images of the university, despite whether the university is actively managing this process 
or not (Lynch, 2006). The methods universities utilize in order to communicate their brand are 
marketing channels such as face-to-face communication and open days (Ivy, 2008). Also, 
catalogues and modern channels like websites and social media platforms are used (Zailskaite-
Jakste & Kuvykaite, 2012). The importance of physical marketing media elements has been 
decreasing and a greater amount of attention lies on online marketing communication sources 
(Dimmick, Chen, & Li, 2004). Despite this, previous research has shown that this is not 
necessarily the case for HEI marketing. Students and their parents still look at prospects when 
choosing a university even though displayed information can be found on the university 
website, which makes printed media a relevant communication medium (Richard Rutter, Fiona 
Lettice & John Nadeau, 2017). The research by Reay, David & Ball (2005) supports this by 
declaring that for some students the prospectus serves as the only element of information. 
Researchers have furthermore discovered that this is particularly the case for HEI in Europe 
(Atfield & Purcell, 2009). 
A study by Graham (2013) tries to assess the changes within prospectus and websites, focusing 
on language and its tone. The study arrives at the conclusion that universities either confer 
‘elitism and quality’ or ‘accessibility’. Additionally, it shows that this communication 
experienced a shift in importance, between 2007 and 2011, whereas institutions rather focused 
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on ‘quality’ over ‘accessibility’. Lastly, the study illustrates that there are coincidences as well 
as differences regarding the communication activities of HEIs. (Graham, 2013)  
  
We identified that research on brand awareness in general consider the impact of physical 
marketing as decreasing, and online marketing as increasing. Contrary HEI marketing seems to 
still rely on physical marketing. Disregarding that Atfield & Purcell (2009) stated this not too 
long ago, we believe it is worth looking into the field of online marketing. Therefore, we will 
in particular focus on Social Media Branding in the next section to gain further insights on how 
to effectively create brand awareness. 
 

2.4.1 Social Media Branding  
  
Hesel (2013), claims that current research advocates that a great number of potential students 
utilize social media, especially Facebook, as application when choosing their university or 
college. Students look for information which exceed the typical information about majors and 
dorm rooms. They seek to get an idea how they would fit in, what their normal life would be 
like, and what they can expect in terms of community and social life. (Hesel, 2013) 
This requires universities to develop a social media strategy which provides information to 
potential students, creating a balance of the needs of new students with the beliefs of other 
groups like parents, alumni and potential donors as well as community members (Peruta & 
Shields, 2017). 
“Open-Source Branding” is the phenomenon of people involving brands within their online 
conversations (Fournier & Avery 2011). This has the valuable side effect of the brand message 
being shaped and conveyed to a great extent by the individual user and not by the marketers 
(Fournier & Avery 2011). Pharr (2012) states that, people post photos, videos, opinions, 
personal information and knowledge every day on the internet and these postings often include 
products or brands. The featured brands or products are significant components on how people 
attain self-expression, make a point or communicate their personalities. (Pharr, 2012) 
A research by Rutter et al. (2016) investigated the impact social media branding activity, and 
thus the interaction between an institution and prospective student, had on recruitment.  The 
results were that social media interaction have a positive impact on performance, particularly 
when HEI engage many likes on Facebook and followers on Twitter. Furthermore, a strong and 
constructive effect is achieved if universities utilize social media interactively. This research is 
in accordance with Wilson & Gore (2013) who state that a carefully carried out social media 
strategy proved to enhance students’ feelings of connection towards their school. 
Within their study, Peruta & Shields (2017) found that most American universities do not 
follow a certain strategy when it comes to their Facebook pages but rather rely on instinct. 
Further it is pointed out that successful posting on Facebook is connected with user engagement. 
A constantly changing algorithm, which is established on Facebook's model to stimulate 
advertising revenue, regulates the visibility of Facebook posts in the user’s newsfeed. 
Peruta & Shields (2017) also imply, from a branding perspective, to thoughtfully manage social 
media accounts which means to limit the frequency of posts in order to circumvent 
oversaturating viewers Facebook feeds. Utilizing engaging media includes posting photos and 
constricting the posts which link to other websites where users are likely to just “click 
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through”.   Social media manager will be able to enhance their total proportional engagement 
and influence more prospective constituents. (Peruta & Shields, 2017)  
 
 
2.5 Brand Reputation  
  
Ball and Tasaki (1992) indicate that customers are only able to attach to a limited number of 
products with whom a strong and deep relationship can be built. This attachment varies by the 
means customers and other audiences hold about the brand and the organization where the 
service or product originates from (Loureiro & Kaufmann, 2016). According to Elliott, Percy 
& Pervan (2018), this can also be viewed as definition for the term brand reputation as perceived 
by corporations. Companies often measure their reputation through the scorecard approach. 
Within this approach as much information as possible, depending on the firm’s financial 
options, are gathered regarding the in depth assessing of the images and reputations retained by 
different stakeholder groups of the firm and its competitors. From that point, the management 
is required to find and bridge these gaps by managerial actions. Afterwards communication 
should be utilized to alter the understanding stakeholder groups have (Elliott, et al. 2018).   
Opposingly, Dowling (2006) urges to go beyond this approach when measuring and managing 
a company's brand reputation.  He claims that there is a generic empirical relation between a 
useful reputation and an enhanced, at least better than the industry average, financial 
performance. He thereby concludes that it takes some time before a profound calculation 
between the relation of the dollar value and increased reputation is feasible. (Dowling, 2006) 
Conforming to Hemsley-Brown & Oplakta (2006), it is essential that the concept of institutional 
image and reputation can be viewed in a different way in HEI than in other service 
organizations. While an organization's good reputation is mostly connected to its volume of 
sales and high level of demand from customers, HEI good reputation is generally connected to 
lower “sales’’. Meaning that the more reputable schools accept less students onto their 
educational programs. An older university might receive three or four times as many 
applications as there are available spots in the program. Consequently, a greater amount of 
potential clients are rejected, but it achieves to improve reputation and image of that university. 
Contrary in the service industry, if customers constantly are denied to purchase the service, the 
reputation of the company would be diminished. (Hemsley-Brown & Oplakta, 2006)  
A research conducted by Plewa, Ho, Conduit & Karpen (2016) points out nine diverse resource 
configurations guiding to increase reputation of HEIs among domestic students. These can be 
grouped in three different main sectors: Core learning offering, Learning support environment, 
and Extended university environment. The study arrives at the conclusion that HEIs are not 
required to reach superiority across all resources, instead they can concentrate their 
communication and investment efforts on resources which are easiest to influence, thanks to 
inherent strength. Notwithstanding, there is still the obligation to transcend in more than the 
recognized core condition (Plewa et al., 2016).  
On the contrary a study by Nguyen, Yu, Melewar & Hemsley-Brown (2016) showed that 
graduate students are influenced within their decision of a program by brand performance and 
brand image, while brand reputation appears to be of lesser importance.  
As reported by Morgan & Hunt (1994), another component of brand reputation for universities 
comes from the interactions a student experiences with the university. The commitment-trust 
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theory describes that a social exchange relationship can evolve through interaction. As the 
relationship is strengthened with the university, by interactions between university and student, 
reputation of the university increases at the same time. (Morgan & Hunt, 1994) Adding onto 
this, one outcome of reputation is commitment, indicating that a high reputable university raises 
student commitment (Keh & Xie, 2009). 
 

2.6. PCDL model 
 
The PCDL model is a conceptual model for building brands in competitive markets, published 
by Ghodeswar in 2008. It consists of four elements; positioning the brand, communicating the 
brand message, delivering the brand performance, and leveraging the brand equity (Ghodeswar, 
2008). This model is particularly relevant to the authors of the thesis since it focuses on the 
firm’s perspective.  
 
 

 
Figure 1: PCDL model by Ghodeswar (2008) 
  
 
The first element “Positioning the brand” concerns the construction of the perception of a brand 
within the customer’s mind and how to achieve separations between their brand and 
competitors’ brands. The major goal for brand managers is to build the anticipated brand 
perception in the targeted customer’s mind (Bhat & Reddy, 1998). Ghodeswar (2008), discusses 
that in order to achieve this, marketers first need to comprehend how the various entities can be 
combined in the best way in order to gain the optimal position. The entities are defined as 
features, tangible and intangible attributes, product functions, and benefits (Ghodeswar 2008). 
This is in accordance with Aaker (1996), who points out that a well-positioned brand results in 
a competitively attractive position. Temporal (2000), elaborates on this further by stating that 
branding should focus on including psychological value to the products, services and companies 
through intangible benefits. These emotional associations can help to strategically position the 
brand in the mind of the targeted audience and thereby help the company establish a strong 
identity for the brand. (Temporal, 2000) 
Within the PCDL model, Ghodeswar (2008), describes different tools a company can use to 
position themselves, including benefit driven positioning and feature driven prompts. Academic 
literature hints that positioning is tied to emotional associations which can differentiate the 
brand from its competitors. (Ghodeswar, 2008)  
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As the second step within the PCDL model, Ghodeswar (2008) has identified “Communicating 
the brand message”.  Brand positioning can help managers focus on the brand identity which 
in turn helps identify themes that appeal to the targeted audience. As themes are identified, the 
establishment of communication objectives, such as type of message and brand differentiation, 
can be achieved. (Ghodeswar, 2008) Classical challenges companies face when building brands 
are to be noticed and remembered, to change perceptions, and to reinforce attitudes to build 
deep customer relationships (Aaker & Joachimsthaler, 2000). This stands in direct relation to 
Aaker (1991), who claims that the created brand awareness is the ability of a potential buyer to 
remember a brand. 
Ghodeswar (2008) states that the dominant mediums of communication utilized when 
positioning brands in the minds of customers are advertisement, sales, promotion, direct 
marketing, sponsorships, celebrity endorsements and the internet. A successful brand is created 
over imaginative duplication of themes in different sorts of media. Using advertising that 
involves emotions which appeal to the minds and hearts of people results in a personal 
relationship with the customers. (Ghodeswar, 2008) In accordance with Parameswaran (2001), 
a full understanding of all variables impacting the brand, such as new consumer trends, new 
technology, and new competition, will result in better advertising. Additionally, Ghodeswar 
(2008) claims it is necessary to build and implement long-term integrated communication 
strategies that demonstrates a brand’s value to the targeted customer. The message shall be 
compatible with the brand personality, brand value and other brand identity measurements. 
(Ghodeswar, 2008) 
 
The third step in the model is called “Delivering the brand performance”. Ghodeswar (2008) 
states that to survive in a competitive environment, companies continuously need to measure 
their brands against the effect of competition. They should monitor how their brands are 
performing in the marketplace and what influence definite market interventions may have on 
the brand equity. Developments can be measured by looking at the level of purchasing, 
consumption, brand recognition, and advertising awareness.  This method enables marketers to 
evaluate the effect marketing campaigns have in persuading consumers, which in turn helps 
assess the strength of the brand. (Ghodeswar, 2008) 
It is important for an organization to maintain the comparative functional superiority of its 
existing brand by constantly upgrading its performance (Ghodeswar, 2008). Jones (2000), states 
that this can be managed by carrying out regular blind product tests of a company’s brand 
against its opponents. This approach allows the firm to protect its brand from impact of new 
competing brands while at the same time gaining brand loyalty (Ghodeswar, 2008).  
Organizations should set “operational standards’’ for all branding activities that are applied to 
management practices such as performance achievement, customer relationships, and behaviors 
(Klaus & Ludlow, 2002). Brand loyalty may be considered as one link in the chain of effects 
that connects brand affect and trust with the market-performance aspect of brand equity 
(Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001). Having brand loyalty is favorable as it results in customers 
staying committed to the brand in the future since they have learnt that one brand can satisfy 
their wants and needs (Assael, 2001). These customers may in turn contribute to the positive 
word-of-mouth communication for the brand (Ghodeswar, 2008). 
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As last step “Leveraging the brand equity’’ is introduced. Keller (2003) defines the leveraging 
process as linking the brand to some other entity that creates a new set of associations from the 
brand to the entity, as well as affecting already existing brand associations. Companies apply 
different strategies when leveraging their brands. Examples of these are line extensions, brand 
extensions, ingredient branding, and co-branding. (Keller, 2003) 
Ghodeswar (2008) suggests that when using ingredient branding, the key attributes of one brand 
are incorporated into a different brand as the ingredient is becoming more popular in markets. 
This strategy can establish brand alliances between companies as they connect through their 
products/services or marketing activities. (Ghodeswar, 2008) 
In brand extension, the parent brand experience seems to have limited influence on long-term 
repeat purchasing behavior connected to a sub-brand (Swaminathan, Fox & Reddy, 2001). 
However, if the brand extension is unsuccessful, it can damage brand equity of the parent brand 
by generating negative reciprocal effects (Ghodeswar, 2008). 
 

2.7 Literature Conclusion  
 
The literature has shown that there are various branding components which are relevant when 
building a corporate brand. 
Regarding HEI, Hemsley-Brown & Goonawardana (2007) specify that the focus on the 
progress of brand architecture is one of the key factors in the creation of a strong brand for 
Higher Educational Institutes. As earlier argued by Aaker, a main component of brand-building 
is also to create a brand identity. Furthermore, Hemsley-Brown together with Oplakta (2006) 
investigate brand reputation in depth, which made this another focal component in this literature 
review. Paradoxical, brand awareness is not that well discussed within the context of university 
branding but still a highly relevant component for corporate branding. According to Aaker 
(1992) brand awareness is an important part of a strong brand.   
When reviewing the existing literature in regard to branding within a university context it 
becomes clear that there is less variety of research conducted in this field. Hemsley-Brown has 
in the last years focused on collecting and reviewing literature, but mostly regarded to 
marketing and his findings only partly concern branding. It is clear to say that there are several 
contradictions between these two streams of literature. For example, concepts that work for 
creating commercial brand awareness do not work for creating awareness around a university 
brand, it may even give the complete opposite effect. Also, university branding studies focus 
solely on students’ views and impressions while corporate branding studies also consider the 
firm's point of view. 
What is established so far is that branding for universities differs from commercial branding. 
One example of this is how the quality of employees affect the university brand image more 
than it affects a commercial brand. 
 
The PCDL model developed by Ghodeswar in 2008, presents a structure that can be adapted 
when building brands in a competitive market and consists of four steps; positioning, 
communicating the message, delivering performance, and leveraging brand equity. 
When aiming to understand the university perspective, the PCDL model is one of the few 
frameworks taking the company perspective and is therefore relevant to this study. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology & Method  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The first part of this chapter will present the methodology including research philosophy, 
design, approach and strategy.  The second part will explain and justify the sample selection, 
data collection, interview process and data analysis.  
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
3.1 Methodology  
 
3.1.1 Research Philosophy  
 
Philosophical assumptions have the potential to influence the judgement of the overall research 
quality and comprehending the philosophy of business research supports the analyzation of 
strength and weaknesses of each research.  There are four research philosophies in management 
research. We have chosen to use the philosophy of interpretivism since the actions, ideas and 
opinions from the people we interviewed play an important role. Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill 
(2012), state that the philosophy of interpretivism strongly highlights emotions and values 
within observations made of human behavior, and since this research explores how a university 
builds its brand, the values of our interviewees are of utter importance to draw conclusions. 
Values, in this case, are what people believe is important in an organization (organization being 
the university). Also, interpretivism assumes that different world views are possible, this relates 
to our study since the individuals we are interviewing are working within different positions 
and have different cultural backgrounds.  The outcome of our philosophical stance is to use a 
data collection technique which is most often utilized in connection to this paradigm, with small 
samples and in-depth investigations in connection with a qualitative study (Saunders et al. 
2012). It is worth mentioning that scientists highlight the importance to keep in mind that one 
could be tempted to generalize people's thoughts through assumptions (Saunders et al., 2012; 
Bryman, 2012 
 

3.1.2 Research Design   
 
To answer the chosen research question, we will adapt an exploratory design.  An exploratory 
design may be applied when the purpose of the research is to provide new insights and shed 
new light on a chosen phenomenon (Saunders et al. 2009).  Although rich literature exists on 
branding, it is relatively little studied in the university setting, which makes an exploratory 
study appropriate. An exploratory research is flexible, can easily adapt to change, and if 
necessary, the direction of the research can be modified. (Saunders et al. 2009). Furthermore, 
it studies and explains the cause-and-effect relationship between variables. Potentially, this can 
take up a highly relevant role for identifying underlying causes into processes and consequences 
which might provide useful tools for forecasting. Since this case study aims to contribute with 
insights on how a university can build its brand the nature of this study is to explore.  Therefore, 
the choice of an exploratory design is justified as we observe the present situation from an 
unexplored angle. 
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3.1.3 Research Approach  
 
When conducting research there are two main approaches to choose between: inductive and 
deductive (Malhotra & Birks, 2007; Saunders et al., 2009). Induction begins with the collection 
of data, where data in most cases is qualitative, which will help researchers gain a broader 
understanding of the phenomenon that is being inspected. Further, the collected data is 
interpreted and analyzed so that the findings can be used to form a conceptual framework. 
Deduction can be explained as the opposite of induction since the first step associated with 
deduction is establishing a proposition or hypotheses based on an existing theory. Secondly, 
collection of data is used to test the original theory in order to be able to either accept or reject 
it. (Malhotra & Birks, 2007; Saunders et al., 2009). For this study, we choose to use an inductive 
research approach. The concept of university branding is so far rather unexplored, and the 
choice of research approach is therefore justified by a statement from Saunders et al. (2015), 
suggesting that an inductive approach is appropriate when research is new and relatively 
undeveloped. Reflecting upon the frame of references it becomes clear the existing literature is 
too scarce and it would therefore be conflicting to develop a hypothesis, which is also in line 
with the exploratory nature of this study.  Furthermore, existing studies focus only on the 
student perspective, which is not taken on within this study where we instead focus on the 
organizational perspective. Consequently, the literature review and theories mainly guided the 
first stage of the data collection process which was the creation of the set of interview questions. 

 

3.1.4 Research Strategy  
 
Since this study is explorative, we aim to gain opinions and receive inside perspectives that will 
help understand common behaviors from a relatively small sample, rather than collecting 
numerical data from a larger sample. The strategy is to gather rich data by conducting a single 
qualitative case study. The reason for doing a qualitative study is that it focuses on “how” and 
“why”, in contrast to a quantitative study which rather focuses on “how many” (Pratt, 2009). 
In order to find answers to the research question, we have selected the method of a single case 
study. One reason for this is that case studies are considered appropriate when qualitative 
research approaches are selected, and when the purpose of the research is of exploratory nature 
(Saunders et al., 2012). Also, according to Streb (2008), exploratory case studies are especially 
suited when the phenomenon is in an emerging state, which is the case for the topic of branding 
in relation to universities. We attempt to explore how the university currently engages in 
branding activities and thereafter implement those findings on the PCDL model to further 
develop it for university branding.   Another reason to why a single case study is selected, is 
that it allows the researchers to gain more detailed and distinctive understandings, which 
consequently provide for a more in-depth analysis of the particular nature of a phenomenon. 
Further, this research is restricted by time and by taking more than one case into consideration 
the quality of the research could potentially be decreased (Yin, 2009). Lastly, there is a lot of 
existing data in the form of printed media, such as brochures, social media and the university 
website, that can be utilized by the researchers to further build an understanding of the case 
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under investigation, additional to the interviews. This case study will practice semi-structured 
interviews since this type of interviews are open, meaning that it allows for new ideas and 
questions to be brought up during the interview as a reaction to what the interviewee says 
(Edwards & Holland, 2013). 

 

3.2 Method  
 
3.2.1 Sample Selection  
 
Jönköping University was chosen for this study through convenience sampling, since the 
researchers are currently enrolled at the institute. The University consists of four different 
faculties, which can be viewed as sub-brands. Another relevant aspect for choosing JU is that 
one of the core values of the university is to be international. As discussed in the stream of 
literature about university branding, research has been done in various countries, which in turn 
results in a very international based frame of reference. Therefore, we concluded that findings 
from this university can be more applicable to the reviewed literature and frameworks. 
When conducting this case study, a non-probability sample method was adopted. Non-
probability sampling allows the investigators to purposively select the interview objects that 
are most likely to provide useful information.  Further, using a non-probability sampling 
method is recommended when conducting case studies with small samples (Saunders et. al, 
2012), which is what this study is doing.  There are subcategories to non-probability sampling 
whereof two are used in this study; Judgmental sampling and Snowball sampling. 
Judgmental sampling is also known as purposive sampling. Subjects in this type of sampling 
are selected to be a part of the sample due to a specific purpose. In this research, the authors 
purposively chose to interview employees at JU whose work tasks are related to marketing 
activities at the university and who work for the different faculties at the university. However, 
due to the organizational structure of the university the faculties do not have someone working 
solely with marketing. There is a separation between a marketing department for Jönköping 
University in general and individuals working with additional subjects only related to their 
respective school. For these reasons people who work in positions related to External Relations, 
Student Recruitment, Company Accountable, and Alumni Coordination in the different 
faculties have been interviewed to gather a holistic data set. Snowball sampling refers to asking 
the initial subject to recommend further possible subjects that also meet the criteria of the 
research, these do in turn identify further subjects. This results in an exponential developing 
effect which is similar to a rolling snowball. Saunders et al. (2012) state that the main obstacle 
concerning snowball sampling is to find and initiate a first contact with the population. 
However, this difficulty is relatively easy to overcome since we are enrolled students at the 
University in which the case study is conducted, and therefore we have an easier access to the 
interview subjects, through for example email addresses. 
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3.2.2 Data Collection  
 
Within this thesis, the we utilize both primary and secondary data. The primary data consists of 
results that were gathered from interviews with individuals working for the different schools of 
Jönköping University.  The secondary data refers to existing data and theories that were 
obtained from annual reports, printed media, social media, and the university website. 
Saunders et al. (2012) suggests several methods that can be adapted when doing a case study, 
e.g. focus groups, employee shadowing and interviews. The method most appropriate in 
accordance with the purpose of this thesis is interviews as they are easy to schedule and can 
provide new perspectives and theories that may not yet been considered by the authors. 
Additional, advantages of using interviews as the main source of data are that when talking to 
individuals face to face the researcher can gain more nuanced understandings. In particular, 
interviews are applicable if the researchers aim to explore a topic where participants may feel 
more comfortable answering questions in a private setting rather than in, for example, a focus 
group (Gill, Stewart, Treasure, & Chadwick, 2008). Further, the organizational structure of the 
university is complex and with interviews, participants have the opportunity to in detail 
elaborate more on possible links between, for example, faculties and administrations, which 
consequently helps the researchers comprehend the phenomena under study. This is also in 
accordance with Saunders et al. (2012), who state that   when conducting a case study, it is 
important to gain a profound understanding of the organization through different departments 
with various perception of how a phenomenon can affect a company. (Saunders et al., 2012) 
When selecting the degree of structure in the interviews it was decided to use a compromise 
between highly structured and unstructured, referred to as semi-structured interviews. Semi 
structured interviews enable the researchers to be more flexible regarding follow-up questions 
while also allowing for further elaboration and the ability to let values and beliefs influence the 
answers which in turn can lead to more in-depth answers (Saunders et al., 2012). 
Saunders et al. (2012) define secondary data as data which has previously been collected for a 
different purpose, like published raw data and company reports. This study utilizes secondary 
data accumulated from the university website and social media platforms, together with other 
printed media such as a marketing packages from JTH (Jönköpings Tekniska Högskola), the 
JU magazine, and brochures published by the university. Besides the interviews, secondary data 
helps gain a better comprehension of the phenomena, which might exceed the individual 
understandings the different interviewees hold. This kind of secondary data is of written nature 
(Saunders et al., 2012). By using secondary data, we are able to develop a better understanding 
of the context we are exploring.   Within this research methodological triangulation has been 
utilized, which refers to the usage of various methods or approaches to gather data addressing 
the same phenomenon (Polit & Beck, 2012). Methodological triangulation can provide the 
researchers with various angles of the research topic which might lead to an improvement of 
validation and ease the interpretation of the findings (Bekhet & Zauszniewski, 
2012).  Triangulation was done by collecting data from the online presence of Jönköping 
University as well as from reports made for the university, by outside consultants, and the 
marketing material JU hands out to prospective students and companies. Data was also gathered 
from the interviews held with staff at the university.  The involvement of both of the researchers 
within collecting, coding and analyzing data has ensured their triangulation.  
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3.2.3 Interview Process   
 
To conduct this case study, non-standardized interviews, which are semi structured and in-depth 
interviews, have been carried out. Since this is an exploratory study, in-depth interviews can be 
useful to discover what is going on and to find new insights (Robson, 2002), additional to that, 
semi-structured interviews can be considered (Saunders et al., 2012). Also, since we adapted 
an interpretivist epistemology the semi structured and in depth-interviews helped comprehend 
the significance of the phenomena participants illustrated. Furthermore, this method provided 
us with the opportunity to let discussions go into areas which were not previously considered 
but were applicable to our comprehension and beneficiated addressing the research question 
(Saunders et al., 2012). Considering that the topic of branding for universities remains rather 
unexplored to this date we were able to collect rich data through this method. 
The interview guide was composed based on the research purpose and question, and previously 
reviewed literature. Another result of using this method was that the nature of the questions 
were open-ended, and the order and logic of the questioning varied (Saunders et al., 2012). The 
interview guide can be found in appendix 1. This was especially helpful for this case study since 
the interviewed persons worked for the different schools of Jönköping University and in very 
different roles. Therefore, not all interview questions were relevant for each interviewee. 
Most interviewees did not have English as first language and were therefore offered to answer 
any question in Swedish in case they felt that they could better express themselves in Swedish 
regarding the matter. Answers given in Swedish were carefully translated into English and 
double checked by an independent outside person. Both of the researchers were responsible for 
asking questions and follow-up questions. All interviews were conducted face-to-face here at 
Jönköping University either in group rooms or at the offices of the participants. On average the 
interviews lasted around 35 minutes. By using audio recording, the authors were able to fully 
concentrate on the interview answers and it eased the transcribing process. 
 

 

Table 1: Interview timetable  

 
3.2.4 Data Analysis   
 
According to Yin (2003), the analysis of data from a case study is one of the least developed 
and furthermore most challenging aspect of conducting a case study. We chose to apply a 
content analysis, which makes it possible to analyze the collected qualitative data systematically 
and reliably. By doing this we are able to identify relationships and develop the categories 
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further (Saunders, et al., 2012). In order to analyze the data, the interviews were transcribed. 
This was done to ensure that we would not leave out any important aspects interview 
participants talked about. It also facilitated the analyzing and coding process. We both took 
time to carefully read those transcripts and get familiar with the content.   The chosen technique 
to conduct the analysis is coding. The authors went through the data, which were taken from 
the primary data set. Codes were assigned to any content which appeared to be of importance 
and would help explore the research question. These codes then helped to arrange the data and 
also helped to limit and organize the data in a more manageable form. After all codes were 
selected, they were written down on a whiteboard with the purpose of gaining an overall view 
that helped identify differences and draw connections between them. Similar codes could 
thereafter be grouped together into sub-categories. Once the relevancy of all sub-categories 
were ensured, categories and main-categories could be created. This was done by pinpointing 
common points and implications between the sub-categories. Within our analysis we compare 
the developed codes with the earlier discussed theories and the chosen framework.  

  The table below provides an example of how some codes were identified.   

 
 
Example Coding Table:  

Table 2 (Sjögren & Trautmann, 2019)  
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Chapter 4: Ethics and Trustworthiness  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Chapter 4 elaborates on the ethics and trustworthiness of the thesis and how we intend  
to ensure these.  

__________________________________________________________________ 
 
4.1 Ethics  
 
When conducting research, it is of utter importance to consider ethical issues which may surface 
to prevent unethical actions (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Saunders et al. (2012), state taking care of 
the prevention of harm is the cornerstone of the ethical issues faced by those conducting 
research. Furthermore, the authors explain that interviews could be intrusive and stimulate 
stress or anxiety in interviewees. (Saunders et al., 2012) Obviously, we do not intend to harm 
any participant in any form. In order to avoid all economic and personal harm the researchers 
have undertaken several actions to cover ethical issues. We strived to be truthful, corresponsive 
and transparent with everyone at all times. Firstly, this was done by fully explaining the purpose 
of the research to our interviewees as well as their role within the research and the estimated 
interview time. Since this single case study only considers individuals working for Jönköping 
University, we identified the potential risk that participants might hesitate to talk freely about 
certain issues regarding the university because they fear consequences for their job. Therefore, 
before starting the actual recording of the interview we asked for an oral agreement to do so, 
additionally to offering them to be anonymous. We explained that even if they decide to go by 
their name, they can still change their minds anytime as long as the thesis is not handed in. The 
act of asking whether we can record them and whether they want to be anonymous or not has 
been recorded to ensure we have proof of consent.   
 
4.2 Credibility   
 
According to Given (2008), credibility refers to the belief that readers and research participants 
should be capable to comprehend why certain participants have been chosen and why certain 
models and methods have been included. It points out that conducted research is understandable 
and rich (Bryman & Bell, 2011). There are several strategies to achieve credibility and one of 
them is triangulation (Korstjens & Moser, 2017). Triangulation intends to ease a profound 
comprehension of an explored phenomenon (Pandey & Patnaik, 2014). Triangulation in relation 
to credibility tends to relate to data triangulation, hence we use primary and secondary data.  
 
4.3 Transferability  
 
Transferability concerns to which extent the results of a study can be transferred to a different 
context with other respondents. For that reason, transferability relates to the element of 
applicability (Korstjens & Moser, 2017). Referring back to the point that we are conducting a 
qualitative research, this might cause difficulties in showing that our findings are suited for 
another context, since qualitative research is based on in-depth investigations (Pandey & 
Patnaik, 2014). It may be regarded as challenging to derive the findings to other cases through 
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the small sample size of our study (Shenton, 2004). For this reason, we will provide detailed 
and thick descriptions of the phenomenon of branding for higher educational institutes and the 
research process (Pandey & Patnaik, 2014). Findings of this case study are in addition 
transferable by the act of proposing further implication and presenting findings rather as 
directions (Lauer & Asher, 1988). 

 
4.4 Dependability 
 
Dependability can be referred to as the traceability and logic of the research process. It considers 
how researchers, especially in qualitative research, must be aware that changes in the 
environment may lead to different results from a similar study conducted in the future. Shenton 
(2004), suggests that in order to address the issue of dependability, all processes within the 
conducted study must be reported in such detail that researchers in the future are enabled to 
replicate the study. In order to allow the readers of this thesis to properly gain an understanding 
of the used methods and their purposes, we provide an explanation of the implemented research 
design, including details of the data gathering, and a reflective evaluation of the project. 
(Shenton, 2004) 

 

4.5 Confirmability 
 
Confirmability concerns the aspect of neutrality and securing the inter-subjectivity of collected 
data. It is described by Korstjens and Mosser (2017) as “the degree to which the findings of the 
research study could be confirmed by other researchers”. The findings must be based on the 
beliefs and experiences of the informants, rather than the characteristics and preferences of the 
inquirer (Shenton, 2004). To avoid influencing or leading the interviewees towards a certain 
direction, this study was conducted by using semi-structured interviews in order to be as open 
and flexible as possible. Most questions started broad and the participants were given time to 
reflect upon their answers before receiving follow-up questions. Most interview subjects were 
non-native English speakers and where offered to answer in Swedish if they felt like they could 
express themselves more precisely in Swedish. Also, all interviews were recorded with audio 
to facilitate the potential verification of gathered data. By taking these steps, we are able to 
verify that the findings are based on the interviewees answers and have not been modified.  
Further we reduce researcher bias by using investor triangulation which means that both 
researchers were responsible for the coding, analysis and interpretation decisions of the thesis. 
As discussed within Methodology the way we coded has furthermore ensured the triangulation 
of the data.   

 
4.6 Reflexivity 
 
Reflexivity refers to the action of critical self-reflection about oneself as researcher in terms of 
own biases, own choices, presumptions as well as the researcher’s relationship to the 
respondents and in which way this relationship can possibly influence participants responses to 
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the interview questions (Korstjens and Mosser, 2017).  We chose the strategy of using a diary 
to minimize that risk. Within this diary, we evaluate our own conceptual lenses and assumptions 
as well as our predispositions and values and in which ways these could possibly affect choices 
in all points of the study (Korstjens & Mosser, 2017) 
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Chapter 5: Empirical Findings  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Reviewing the interviews has resulted in the identification of sub-codes, codes and four main 
categories, which will be fundamental to analyze the findings. Firstly, Jönköping University is 
introduced, and its structure is outlined. The text encompasses elements from the official 
university website as well as what we have learned and understood about the school during the 
interviews.  After this, the four main categories will be presented and discussed. As the authors 
follow an inductive approach with coding as means of analyzing, it is important to denote that 
firstly the sub-categories were classified, then categories and at the end the main categories. 
To graphically display the findings, the findings were put into tree diagrams to ease the 
understanding. 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
5.1 The case company  
 
Jönköping University is a young university located in Jönköping, Sweden. It is a private non-
profit institution of higher education, which is allowed to award doctorates. Within Sweden 
there are only three institutions of this kind. Currently there are 12,600 students enrolled of 
which 2,300 students are international. According to their website, JU puts main focus on 
internationalization, entrepreneurship and on extensive collaboration with the enclosed society. 
From an organizational perspective, the university is organized as a non-profit corporate group 
with JU Foundation as parent organization, which owns six subsidiaries. (Jönköping University, 
2019)    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Organization of Jönköping University 
 
Out of the six subsidiaries, only four actually run education and these are School of Engineering 
(JTH), Jönköping International Business School (JIBS), School of Health and Welfare (Hälso) 
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and School of Education and Communication (HLK) (Jönköping University, 2019). 
Additionally, the university has the unique feature of running its own marketing department. 
The department consists of four different teams. It is responsible for the whole university and 
can furthermore tailor specific marketing material for the specific schools and their needs. 
Within the marketing department there are contact persons responsible for connecting the 
faculties and marketing department. These contact persons sit in meetings with the faculties to 
represent the marketing and to guide and help each other.  Recently, there have been many 
restructuring processes within this department, including employee changes and shifts in 
responsibilities.  
A way for the school to reach out to external companies is through a second type of contact 
persons. Two faculties have individuals solely working with external relations for their specific 
school and are responsible for talking and creating relationships with partner companies. These 
faculties are JIBS and JTH, since it is an important part of their programs to work together with 
actual businesses. 
 
 
5.2 Communication towards Students  
 
 
The first main category is named Communication towards students and involves different 
tools utilized by the school when reaching out to potential students. Four categories were 
identified from the interviews.  
 
 

 
 
The code Digital refers to the online tools used by the school to advertise and promote its brand. 
Social media presents the different social media platforms JU uses to increase brand awareness 
and to provide the opportunity for individuals to ask questions or raise concerns regarding 
anything related to the university. The schools use Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter, and 
YouTube as means on social Media. This was explained by several subjects, one of them saying 
“We have our own channels within social media, Facebook and Instagram. We also work with 
Snapchat, using different kinds of filters ... And YouTube and Twitter, as well” (P7)  
Also, it was mentioned that the university is using the tv-screens on the local busses in 
Jönköping to present advertisement, “On the busses, we use some advertisement on the screens” 
(P5). 
The university website, JU.SE, was referred to as one of the most important sources 
representing the brand. “I think that JU.SE is really, really important” (P7). However, in regards 
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to the website dissatisfaction with its current functionality has been aired, “If you go to the 
University website, then it's not easy if you come from outside to understand and see the logic 
between what is JU and what is each university faculty” (P8).  
 
The second code identified is named Print media and includes the subcategories Brochures 
and Magazines & prospects. When discussing print media, it became clear that regarding this 
category the university puts more focus on targeting specific groups to narrow down the number 
of brochures and prospects that are being printed. Smaller customized brochures are sent out 
by mail to particular targeted groups. “We do direct promotion, where we have different target 
groups.... so, for instance, people who have studied nature science, they will get specific, direct, 
commercial or printed items where we have focused on some programs that are really 
meaningful for them.” (P5). While talking about print media many interviewees brought up the 
issue of digitalization. It became clear that the university is aiming to go more digital.  “Still, 
we do a lot of printed material... So, I think we're in that transformation right now as well. 
(Next year) Maybe we still will have something printed but much thinner and more 
inspirational.”(P7). 
 
Human capital is the third identified code where the sub-codes Students, Alumni, and 
Employees are mentioned as important assets when reaching out to students and as representors 
of the brand. All interviewees agreed that students fill an important role as brand ambassadors 
for JU, especially when it comes to representing the university at public events. “It’s way more 
convincing when they (current students) speak to prospective students, than if it comes from 
me.” (P5). Even after students graduate, they still represent the school and maintaining a 
relationship with them is therefore important for the sake of the brand. Because of this, the 
school handles alumni relations through an alumni database as well as groups in Facebook and 
LinkedIn where graduated students can connect. Regarding this group one individual explained, 
“We have come up with a set of different activities that alumni can be involved in” (P4). 
Examples of these activities are taking part in educational fairs abroad and answering questions 
prospect students may have regarding JU. Same interviewee also stressed that alumni can be 
just as significant brand ambassadors as currently enrolled students. The third sub-code 
Employees were brought up during the interviews as another important ambassador of the 
brand. “...it’s hard to recruit students, but it’s also hard to recruit good employees. And both 
are important for the brand.” (P7). Also, in the ‘Communications Policy’ of Jönköping 
University (2016), it is stated as a success factor that “We attract and retain highly qualified, 
inventive and enterprising faculty, staff and students from all over the world. 
 
The fourth code titled Interactions considers the face-to-face meetings JU has with prospective 
students. It includes two sub-categories Fairs and Open-house. These are events the school 
takes part in to directly promote its brand in a positive and trustworthy way. “Some projects I 
can mention, we do study visits and fairs” and “And then we also have the open house, which 
is a really big project within our group...” (P5). 
Jönköping has a high percentage of international students, and the question arose whether there 
is a difference in the communication towards these students versus Swedish prospective 
students. One participant explained, “It’s different because we don’t go out and buy advertising 
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around the whole world. That's too expensive” and “The meetings are really important like 
fairs and we in some places work with agents and a lot of printed materials.” (P2)  
 
 
 
5.3 Communication towards external Partners 
 
Communication towards external partners is the second identified main category. Similar 
to the previous main category it deals with how the university communicates its brand, however 
this category describes how the university communicates with external partners, such as partner 
companies.  
 

 

 
 
 
The first code is titled Print Media. Print media involves a marketing package created by the 
school as a handout to companies the university would like to cooperate with. The package 
consists of brochures and a small booklet explaining all the benefits a partnership with JU has 
to offer.  “We have this kind of boxes that we give to them” (P6).   
 
Second code, Digital Media, considers which digital platforms are being used to communicate 
with companies. A person working with external relations said, “LinkedIn is the most 
professional social network. And so, I use LinkedIn a lot” (P6). 
Besides LinkedIn, the official website of the university, JU.SE, was mentioned by several 
interviewees as the main platform providing information regarding the schools of JU. 
Third code named Interactions, contains three sub-codes: Events, Company visits, and Phone 
calls/Emails.  
It became clear that communication towards companies and organizations looks quite different 
compared to the communication towards student. Here, personal relations are extra crucial 
when attempting to attract new companies. One of the faculties, that are dependent on 
collaborations with a high number of companies, host a yearly event where companies are 
invited to the school. “We have ‘Karriärum’ which is a day in November when students and 
companies can meet, last November we had 105 companies here” (P6).  
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Besides events like these, the university communicates with companies through phone calls, 
emails, and by visiting companies for face-to-face meetings. The importance of face-to face 
interactions was pointed out by one subject saying: “It’s really important to have that 
connection, so that they, you know, recognizes us, see us face to face”. (P2) 
 
 
 
5.4 Processes 
 
 
 

 
 
  

The main category named Processes, contains 5 sub-categories that mainly describe processes 
the university executes regularly. According to our interviewees some of these processes could 
need improvements while other already function well. 

Measure awareness outlines how the university at this point evaluates its effectiveness. Some 
external databases are utilized, for example Antagning.se, “We work together with 
‘Antagning.se’ they have some statistical information” (P5). Ungdomsbarometern was also 
mentioned as a tool to measure brand awareness.  When discussing if they would like to work 
with key performance indicators (KPI) it was denoted that “I would like to work with it because 
I come from the private companies, where we have very, very clear KPIs.” (P7). However, 
participants have also raised concerns about the effectiveness of these “Maybe one or two KPIs 
to work with, because I like to work with concrete stuff. At the same time, when you're talking 
about external relations, it's difficult to measure things” (P4). 

Targeting represents the way prospective students are being targeted and describes processes 
and work done in order to make communication with students most efficient. “We have 
different target groups (P5).’’   
This code also strongly relates to another code which is Time Management. For example, it 
refers to how much time is spent on categorizing target groups, as one of our subjects explained: 
“…how much you actually put your timing to really categorize the target groups and where 
they live the demographic and everything” (P7). Also, time management refers to how the 
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marketing department plans at which times certain marketing activities shall take place. 
Participants explained how the most intense period of the year, when marketing increases in 
importance, is the months before the university application period starts in April. One 
interviewee said “we have a really intense period with lots of fairs, from like, January, February, 
March. That's when we want to increase our presence”. (P5)  
Similarly, to the first explained code, Measure Quality displays how the school evaluates 
relationships with students and partner companies.  Student wise, the university utilizes course 
evaluations where students can give their feedback. One way to analyze how the companies 
perceive the quality of the collaboration is called EKG, “We call it ‘Företags EKG’, and this is 
where we take the pulse on companies that we have an external company partnership with. So, 
we have a dialogue” (P6). 

Guidelines is identified as last code and is connected to social media. When asked about 
whether the school follows any specify plan or guidelines when it comes to interacting with 
people online, answers were: “I think it's hard to have guidelines. I think the most important 
thing is to have ethics” (P7) and “we are working on that now” (P5). 

 
 
 
5.5 Challenges  
 

 
 
 
 
The last main category called Challenges encompasses ‘Adapting to change’ and ‘Brand 
issues’. 
All codes did not emerge from direct questions but were rather a result from follow-up 
questions. We summarized them in this category to outline the obstacles and challenges JU is 
facing.  
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First code, Adapting to Change arose from changes of Presidents of Jönköping University 
which was followed by administrational adjustments as well as mission changes. It includes 
Shift in leadership which describes the change of President or other leading positions and 
decentralization vs centralization.  This centralization refers to how the different schools were 
merged into one university with one marketing department responsible for all four faculties. 
Since it has only been a few years since this centralization occurred, it seems to still be issues 
regarding the functional aspects of the department. ‘’Everything was decentralized. We had our 
own marketing, our own finance, our own international office and so on. But then it was 
centralized’’(P4). According to interviewees getting things done from the marketing 
department sometimes takes longer due to organizational issues and therefore they take it upon 
themselves to carry out the task. This strongly relates to the shift of leadership the university 
underwent in the recent years and how this has been affecting JU, also organizational wise. 
“There's been changes in leadership and the former president was, more keen on doing sort of 
a Jönköping University. So, it's like, let's reduce all that four school brands. And let's focus on 
Jönköping University” (P4).  

The second code is Brand issues and encompasses sub-brands since various interviewees from 
different schools have mentioned the issue of competing with other schools belonging to the 
same brand. “I think it is not very effective. We basically compete with each other” (P2), one 
individual expressed when asked if differences within branding of the other schools hold back 
the potential of their own school.  Also, a participant reflected upon impressions he had from 
previously being employed at a different university “And then I've been at Gothenburg 
University, which is a much bigger University.  But being there I was more often feeling that I 
belonged to the Gothenburg university, and the faculty or the department in which I worked 
was not that significant” (P8).  While at this university the participant mostly felt connected to 
his school. Furthermore, participants discussed the lack of clear shared values between the 
faculties “And then all the different schools maybe have different values or what they're trying 
to aim for” (P5) and “Now I think what we need to do is maybe connect clearer the values” 
(P8). However, there was not only critical thoughts expressed regarding the university having 
different sub-brands. Some participant saw this as advantage explaining how the university can 
benefit by “We try to lift each schools selling points” (P5) and “I think if we use it right, it 
would strengthen the whole team” (P8).  

On the other hand, one person believed that for a student it would be hard to get a real 
connection and identify with JU as a whole. “It's easier when you come down to a level per 
student,. I think it's easier maybe to feel connected to one of the schools, but that we can unite 
under one brand as well. So, the parts are important to build a whole brand as well” (P7).   
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Chapter 6: Analysis  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
In the following chapter, the findings derived from the data will be analyzed and interpreted. 
The analysis will be divided into two parts. Firstly, we will analyze our key findings in relation 
to the identified codes and the reviewed literature. In the second part we will review the findings 
and based on that, further develop the conceptual PCDL model in relation to university 
branding. As earlier discussed, research taking on the university perspective of branding is 
scarce. Therefore, the key results of this analysis, in regard to our research question, will be 
the foundation on which we build the model.  
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
6.1 Communication towards students 
  
Firstly, we will analyze the main category ‘Communication towards students’ in connection to 
what we have learned from reviewing the literature.  

Referring back to Hesel (2013), students turn to social media, such as Facebook, to develop an 
idea of how they would fit into the university. Furthermore, Peruta & Shields (2017) state that 
a university is required to develop a social media strategy to effectively provide information to 
students. In JUs case, this has not been taken into consideration, since postings seem to be done 
randomly and based on instinct. As already mentioned in the literature review, a content plan 
is a tool to manage this issue. Also, the university does not follow any guidelines but rather 
uses overall ethics when it comes to interacting with people online (personal communication 
P7). Participants did not appear to feel the need to implement any strategy regarding the social 
media. This suggests that the school has not considered their social media accounts an asset to 
use in order to create a brand. Ghodeswar (2008) declares that it is necessary to create and 
implement a long-term communication strategy, thus a brands’ value can be illustrated to the 
targeted audience. He goes on by citing Parameswaran (2001), who points out that a brand 
requires total understanding of all impacting variables it has. At this point, JU does analyze and 
overview the traffic on their website. However, this could be done even more effectively with 
the help of KPIs, which will be analyzed in depth later on.   
When it comes to printed media, the literature points out that students and parents still heavily 
rely on brochures and prospects to gather information about a university. This is also stressed 
by the different interviewees, that magazines are a main tool to communicate with students. 
The findings derived from secondary data also indicate that the school uses two different 
magazines. One more extensive version and a shorter one, which suggests that the school has 
evaluated and further developed the magazines to match the needs of prospective students.  
As shown in the findings we identified the code ‘Human Capital’ as another means of 
communication from the university towards students. The university uses student ambassadors 
to represent JU on fairs and other occasions like the ‘Open-house’. This is in accordance with 
the literature, which argues that students as well as faculty member are valuable in the process 
of brand identification. It is evident that the university understands the value of students as 
ambassadors and uses them accordingly. The school seems partly aware of the influence faculty 
members have in the communication process. Despite this awareness, it is clear that there have 
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been no actions taken in regards of that matter. Furthermore, only individuals working on a 
managerial level seem to recognize employees as an important tool for communication. The 
employees themselves, who work directly with students, all understand their tasks and the 
mission of the university. However, the employees did not necessarily seem to be aware of the 
link between their performance and the attraction of students. Branding, in regard to employees, 
becomes even more important since also according to authors such as Bennett & Ali-Choudhury 
(2009), especially newer universities are required to strengthen their brand to attract high-
caliber faculty and administrators.   
Alumni as representors and communicators for the university is another tool JU uses. Literature 
has not touched on alumni specifically and their role within branding the university. JU utilizes 
alumni for guest lectures and keeps in contact with them mostly via LinkedIn. However, 
according to Ghodeswar (2008), satisfied customers contribute with a positive word-of-mouth, 
which in JUs case is the alumni. It is noticeable that JUs current interactions with alumni could 
be strengthened in order to use their potential positive impact when building the brand.  
What has not been extensively discussed within the literature is the power of fairs and open-
houses in order to communicate the brand. Authors like Ivy (2008), acknowledges the power 
of face to face communication and open days for universities to communicate their brand, and 
the study of Jönköping University shows face to face interactions are being perceived as optimal 
to represent the brand. Throughout reviewing the findings, it became clear that these events 
play a significant role within creating awareness of Jönköping University. Additionally, their 
importance seemed to be clearly recognized throughout the entire organization. This is in 
accordance to Ghodeswars’ (2008) model and his claim that direct marketing is the preferred 
form of communication brands should use to create brand awareness and position themselves 
in the mind of the customers.  
Overall, we have identified positive and improvable aspects of this code. Communicating with 
students via printed media and interactions appears to work well and effectively. The university 
is aware of the importance and power magazines have in increasing awareness for JU. By 
providing their magazines in both English and Swedish the school underlines its positioning as 
a university with an international focus. Also, the creation of personal contact with students 
through fairs and the open-house event has proven to be a valuable tool in creating awareness 
and positioning the brand JU in the mind of students. The aspects which leave room for 
improvements can be found under ‘Digital media’. Social Media usage could be improved 
through the implementation of guidelines and a content plan providing a greater level of 
structure. Also, by using KPIs when reviewing the website and the social media accounts the 
measurability of effectiveness could be increased. The importance of the role qualified 
employees play within recruiting students appears to be a topic the school is starting to become 
aware of. 

 
6.2 Communication towards external partners 
 
Some of the schools of Jönköping University have their own departments dealing with external 
relations. However, during the interviews, it became clear that branding is a rather foreign 
concept that is not much taken into consideration when communicating with companies and 
other external partners.  
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While conducting the interviews it was discovered that many found it hard to clearly identify 
the personality traits of their brand. We will later discuss the main issue of JU being one mother 
brand with disparate sub-brands. However, individuals whose work only relates to one of the 
schools still found it difficult to express the identity of their specific schools’ brand. This 
becomes extremely problematic in a branding context since knowing and understanding your 
brands identity is key to be able to communicate it to the rest of the world. Also, linking back 
to Ghodeswar (2008), benefit driven positioning is a major tool to use when positioning a brand. 
For JU such a benefit would be the company contacts the school maintains and builds. 
Therefore, this should be an important benefit for JU to highlight within their communication 
also in regards towards students.   
As for the main brand Jönköping University, “International” was the one personality trait all 
interviewees agreed on, however on a more individual level there was not much clarity in what 
the employees considered to be their schools brand.  Also, one interviewee said he believes 
there is a difference in how he as an employee perceives the brand as opposed to how external 
companies see it. However, it seems there have been no actions taken to learn what the actual 
image of the school is among customers or the public. 
We have previously mentioned how Landrum et.al. (1998), stress the importance for a 
university to analyze the general aspect of its brand to guide towards its positioning and 
sustainable differential advantage. Only one of the schools seems to regularly indulge in any 
activities measuring how external companies experience their partnership with the school. One 
way they do this is through bringing in a third party to measure what is referred to as “company 
EKG” where the third-party sort of “checks the pulse” of the company by asking questions to 
gain an overall understanding of their opinions and views of the JU brand. This is done once 
every second year and is documented and followed up on. This school also follows up on 
research projects they do together with external partners. During a project, a third-party step in 
about four times during a three-year period asking questions such as “How are you doing? 
What kind of results do you expect? Is everything going the way you thought it would be? Do 
you have enough resources?” (personal communication P6). Gathering this type of feedback 
has been highly valuable to the school in learning the needs of their external partner and has 
even made the school start a new program to fit company preferences (personal communication 
P6).  The other schools are currently not collecting feedback from partners and should follow 
this example and adapt a similar model. Other suggestions would be to use surveys. 
Regarding whether the university has a clear strategy on how to speak to companies, only one 
of the schools presented a thought through strategy. Here, the main focus was to communicate 
what the school can offer, rather than what it wants in return. One interviewee said, “we try to 
work together with companies based on what they need” (personal communication P6).  
The reason why the university has no general guidelines on the matter may be that the different 
schools of JU work with companies in dissimilar ways to handle their distinctive needs. 
However, the university could create some broader, general guidelines and then let the school 
tailor their own communication strategy in accordance with these.   
Most interviewees unanimously stated that the preferred way to reach out to companies is 
through real face-to-face meetings. One subject said “If we are just starting the collaboration, 
and we want to have them (the company) as a partner we visit them. That's really important to 
have that connection, you know, so that they recognize us” (personal communication P4).  
Aaker & Joachimsthaler (2000) identified the need to be noticed, to be remembered, to 
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strengthen attitudes, and develop a strong customer relationship as main challenges for 
companies when creating a brand. Having this in mind, the will to talk to companies in person 
to establish a closer relationship can be easily understood and argued for. The schools of JU 
that are in need of multiple partnerships may not have the time and resources to personally visit 
each company. One of the schools therefore hosts the yearly event “Karriärum” where they 
have the opportunity to directly speak to all potential business partners. This appears to be an 
efficient way to manage meetings with as many enterprises as possible. 
 
 
6.3 Processes  
 
One of the main findings regarding the “measurement of awareness” is that JU utilizes different 
websites and databases to review their awareness and compare it with previous years. 
Complimentary, Ghodeswar (2008), points out that to understand the strength of a brand, 
marketers must evaluate the output marketing activities have in persuading consumers. This is 
also in accordance with multiple Scholars pointing out that creating brand awareness and 
frequently measuring the achieved awareness is crucial to further develop the brand. 
Organization wide employees appear to be informed about these databases and websites. When 
questioned about ‘Key Performance Indicators’, which are commonly used within the private 
sector, interviewees mentioned that these are not being used at the moment. Answers indicated 
that most of the employees wish to work with KPIs. However, employees highlighted potential 
obstacles connected to their function at the university and how to utilize KPIs.  This is in 
accordance to Ghodeswar (2008) who explains that there is a need to continuously monitor the 
performance and development of a brand. Development measurement can for example be done 
by looking at the advertising awareness. Further, Ghodeswar (2008) points out that this can 
help to evaluate the strength of a brand.  We can conclude that even though there are critical 
considerations to make regarding the implications of specific KPIs, it would facilitate 
employees work and give them more power within their tasks. Lastly, targeting is now done 
according to the information gathered from the databases and websites, but it could become 
even more precisely with the use of KPIs. Considering the international outlook, the university 
chose to follow, targeting international students could become more efficient. 
As earlier discussed, the university does not use guidelines when it comes to online interactions. 
We believe, based on the interviews, that similar to the implementations of KPIs, guidelines 
could provide employees with a greater sense of structure and security in their daily actions. 
This view is reinforced by Ghodeswar (2008), suggesting that operational standards for all 
branding activities should be applied.   
The terms “Teams” and “Contact Person” have nowhere been found in academic literature but 
for the case of Jönköping University they play an significant role for their branding. First of all, 
JU has their own marketing department, which is not the norm for every university. This brings 
both positive and negative aspects to the branding efforts. To have experts handling all 
marketing activities can be identified as positive aspect, however through our interviews it 
became clear that there are also communication difficulties between the faculties and the 
marketing department. Some marketing activities are even proceeded without the marketing 
department. 
A strength at this point are the “Contact Persons” who connect the faculties with companies 
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and thereby portray the brand JU. The downside which could be identified is that some 
employees in this function only identify as representatives of their faculty and not as JU as a 
whole, while others understood themselves as representatives of JU. This is contradicting 
towards the overall goal of establishing one Jönköping University brand and can diminish its 
success. 
 
 
6.4 Challenges  
 
Two main challenges were identified during the interviews. The first one being the recent 
administrable reconstructions as a result of changes in leadership. A few years ago, the four 
schools of Jönköping University stood on their own, independent from each other, until it was 
decided in 2015 to merge the unique schools into one, Jönköping University. This led to a 
centralization of many elements, one being the marketing department which now became one 
single entity responsible for the entire university. Through the underlying tone it appears that 
accepting and adapting to these changes has not been painless and there are diverse opinions 
on whether the transitions have been for the better or the worse. Last year, the university once 
again went through changes when a new president of the university wanted to go back a little 
to how it used to be with the schools being decentralized focusing on its own individual brands. 
Hence, at the moment there seems to be confusion regarding how the different schools are able 
to manage their brands. When asked about it, one participant said, “I’m not sure if I understand 
correctly, like do we have that kind of power to?” (personal communication P4). This uncovers 
a problem of miscommunication within the organization.  
According to Aaker (1996), to create a brand identity, there must be a clear understanding of 
what the brand stands for, its values, and its beliefs. A transparent and open communication 
within organizations is often important, but referring back to Aaker, even more now in this case, 
to ensure that all employees understand the brand JU. Therefore, JU should now, put in extra 
effort to ensure that all staff is informed of what is going on and who is in charge of what.  
Hemsley- Brown & Goonawardana (2007) and Chapleo (2015) argue that different faculties of 
a university can be viewed as sub-brands, and this is how we chose to refer to the different 
schools of Jönköping University.  Since the sub-brands are so diverse with different interests 
and contrasting unique selling points, it seems to be a very complicated task to converge them 
under one main brand. This was stressed by a participant who even pointed out that in the case 
of Jönköping University, the different faculties are actually, to some extent, their own private 
companies and therefore divided interests further complicates the collaboration (Personal 
communication P8).  
According to Ghodeswar (2008), unsuccessful sub-brands may damage the brand equity of the 
parent brand by “generating negative reciprocal effects”. When asked whether the participants 
believed being a part of Jönköping University, and therefore associated with the other schools, 
is positive or negative for their brand, the answers were divided. With this said, it can be argued 
that if the employees already are divided regarding this topic, the brand JU may suffer as 
explained by Ghodeswar. This in turn could potentially hold back brand building potential. In 
this case the issues seem to go deeper, in the sense that some schools appear to be resistant 
within their mindset to be viewed as one university Additionally it appears to change the work 
environment as well. However, it is not clear to which extent this resistance is encountered 
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within the everyday working life. Also, keeping in mind that some employees viewed this 
merge as a positive development. We can conclude that these issues need to be considered but 
also has the potential to resolve themselves in the future, due to employee changes or new 
course of leadership. Further, this opinion can be supported, as one of our interviewees within 
a leading position, pointed out that there is an idea to once again focus more on individual 
selling points of the different schools. With Hemsley-Brown & Goonawardana (2007) in mind, 
this might be the more suitable approach since contrasting strategies require contrasting brand 
architectures. What we can conclude from the interviews, is that the schools are very dissimilar, 
therefore the best strategy in this type of situation may be to devote specific focus on each sub-
brand and its unique selling points 
 

6.5 UPCD- University Positioning Communication Delivering Model    
 
Based on the findings we acknowledged that the original PCDL model by Ghodeswar (2008) is 
not fully applicable to university branding since it was developed for branding in general, and 
as already outlined, university branding differs from commercial branding.  
We decided to modify the model in order to make it specifically suited for university branding. 
Some components in the PCDL model were proven not relevant to universities at all, while 
some of the original components will be presented in our new model as well as they are 
applicable to HEIs. 

Within our model the first section Positioning the Brand will not contain all of the six points in 
the original model. Based on our findings we will include “Opportunities”, which will describe 
what a university can offer its student. This can be things such as the opportunity to study 
abroad on exchange, get an internship, or gain valuable company contacts. By pointing out 
these opportunities, the university can clearly position itself from other HEIs. “Benefits” will 
remain in our new model, but rather describe the unique selling points a school has identified 
for themselves, for example “up to date technique”. 
“Tangible attributes” refers to desired attributes such as “nice classrooms” or “new technology 
devices”. “Intangible attributes” will also stay in the model, in this case referring to for example, 
highly qualified staff. 
  
The next section Communicating the brand message, will not include points like “Celebrities’’ 
and “Themes’’. Within the university context we refer to the point ‘’Events’’ as open houses 
and fairs where the universities have the chance to spread their message across prospective 
students. “Shows’’ in this model refers to events which are held for partner companies of the 
universities. These shows can give the opportunity to present the benefit a cooperation between 
the school and a company could bring to the company. 
The point “Celebrities’’ will be replaced by “students as ambassadors’’ As mentioned earlier 
in the analysis, students can be viewed as sort of the celebrities of the school since they are the 
best to endorse and spread the brand message. Another point we will add is “alumni 
ambassadors’’. Their exact function might not have been in depth discussed within the literature 
nor did the subjects of our study seem to be totally sure about their function, but we are 
convinced that successful alumni from a university can be great communicators of the brand 
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message. The point “Advertising campaigns’’ will persist in our model and encompass the 
sending out of prospects and purchase of social media ads. Another point is “Targeting’’ since 
our findings have shown us that targeting the right audience is essential to communicate the 
message to the right individuals. A new point titled “Social Media”, is included. Literature and 
empirical findings have shown the raising importance of social media. Which social media 
platforms to use is up to the university to choose.  Furthermore, guidelines and a content plan 
should be established to manage social media, otherwise the effectiveness of the 
communication may be decreased.  
  
Delivering brand performance is the third step in the model and describes the actions which 
can be taken to perform the brand. 
As our findings show, the collection and measurement of feedback, through student surveys, 
websites and databases is a main way to review how the brand is being perceived. A new 
category will be “KPI”. Although there were divided opinions between or interviewees on how 
exactly to use KPIs, their necessity became clear. KPIs can be especially helpful for schools 
when measuring the output of their media efforts. 
“Service performance” and “Customer satisfaction” will be merged into one point titled 
“University Performance”, since they very much go hand in hand. This category considers the 
brand evaluation and collection of feedback from students and partner firms. 
Lastly, the point “Student/Alumni care” will be added to the model since building good 
relationships with students is key to ensure brand loyalty.  
The last part of the model Leveraging the Brand Equity is overall not applicable for the 
University framework since this category mostly includes different types of brand extensions. 
Based on our findings we can state that creating more sub-brands may rather arise in a long-
term challenge than in a short-term success. Also, due to lack of resources, and the size of a 
university, speaking in organizational terms, an extension requires long term planning and 
should be made based due to other reasons than creating brand equity. Therefore, we arrived at 
the decision to exclude this section for our model and only have the three previously discussed 
sections in. 
We have chosen to name our new conceptual mode “UPCD model”, which stands for 
University Positioning Communication Delivering model. A university wishing to work more 
structured with its branding can utilize this model when building its brand.  

Figure 3: UPCD Model (Sjögren & Trautmann, 2019)  
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Chapter 7 Conclusion  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
The penultimate chapter of this thesis will present the key findings alongside the conclusion. 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore how a university can build its brand. A 
single case study on Jönköping University was therefore conducted. Further, we developed a 
conceptual model of brand building and adjusted it to a university setting. 
As a result, we have found that a university can build its brand in respect to the targeted 
audience in two different ways. When it comes to building its brand towards students, the 
university can utilize printed media such as magazines, and digital media such as online ads.  
When handling social media, the university should adapt a clear strategy containing a posting 
plan and guidelines. Another strong factor influencing brand building are the students. 
Regardless if they have already graduated or are currently enrolled at the university, they are 
the best ambassadors to portray the brand to potential new students. Additionally, the 
importance of employees for brand building has been identified. Lastly, main tools used when 
communicating the brand are face-to-face communication, fairs, and the open house event.   
A second approach to brand building can be seen in regard to external partners. Here, the 
university can build its brand by collecting feedback regarding the quality of the collaboration. 
Throughout the entire University, the most promising approach to achieve this would be to 
create a shared strategy.  
In general, the implementation of KPIs has been discussed and we arrive at the conclusion that 
KPIs can help within brand building both for evaluating work with external partners and with 
communication towards students. 
Another main conclusion is that, in the case of JU, employees at the university are unaware of 
the concept of branding. Only one individual we interviewed working within the marketing 
department acknowledged the lack of branding, while employees working in other departments 
did not air this issue at all. 
Overall, the university does indulge in marketing activities, but these are not specifically related 
to branding. All their marketing efforts affect the brand in some way, however, there seems to 
be no discussion regarding exactly how or in which ways the brand is influenced.  
We identified a difficulty to connect the different sub-brands (the four different schools) under 
the mother brand JU. Since the four schools each have their own unique identities the university 
is struggling to find common values that can be shared between them in order to create one 
main brand. Therefore, at this point, the different schools have understanding of what they 
believe and stand for, however there is no clear identification with JU as a whole. Employees 
focus solely on their respective faculty and do not consider how their work reflects on the entire 
university. A conclusion that can be drawn from this is that there is some form of 
miscommunication between the faculties, the president and the marketing department. 
  
In terms of Jönköping University, we can conclude that the university first needs to understand 
its brand identity before developing marketing activities. At this moment the university carries 
out marketing activities with no direct relation to branding.   
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Chapter 8 Discussion  
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 In the following section we will present what the findings implicate for existing literature and 
other universities, limitations of the thesis and areas for further research. 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 

8.1 Theoretical implications  
 
This thesis adds to academic literature within the category of branding with main focus on the 
subcategory of branding for universities. It contributes with insights on how universities work 
with branding. With the creation of the UPCD model we add to the literature a conceptual 
framework on how to build a university brand.  
We have learned that universities still rely heavily on printed media and personal interactions 
opposingly to private companies where lots of branding is happening online.  Due to the fact 
that academics have not focused on branding for universities specifically, research is very 
limited to this day and existing literature has not fully explored the topic yet. This study has 
discovered findings touching upon the connection between employee branding and university 
branding. Scholars before have not identified this, perhaps because mostly in their studies, 
students were subjects and they do not recognize a need for employee branding but rather focus 
on their own wants and needs. 
 

8.2 University implications  
 
Based on our interviews and the interpretation of the literature we are able to determine that 
universities can improve their use of branding by understanding and evaluating their current 
marketing tools. This includes the further and more structured development of their online 
presence. To be able to take advantage of branding, a university must understand that its 
branding activities should differ between students and partner companies. Therefore, they can 
think in terms of B2B and B2C. B2B concerns brandings activities targeted towards companies 
they work with or wish to work with. Here, branding can be done by establishing a personal 
and direct contact between the university and the companies. Relations should be constantly 
reviewed and feedback about the work must be evaluated.  
B2C concerns branding done towards prospective students. This includes traditional marketing, 
such as prospects and magazines, as well as digital marketing through social media channels. 
To be able to take advantage of branding a university must be coherent within its actions, 
therefore, here activities should also be measured and reviewed so they can be adjusted if 
needed.  
One of the main focuses for universities to build its brand is the Human Capital factor. Students, 
alumni, and employees are the best brand ambassadors and their value should be considered.  
Conclusively, if the above discussed aspects are being taken into consideration universities can 
arguably better build their brand.  
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8.3 Limitations  
  
The strongest limitation arose from the choice of the method. Due to limiting the study on a 
single case study it is improbable to present a generalized conclusion. Alternatively, the paper 
can present a generality of how universities use branding. Instead of generalizing a 
phenomenon, we can provide new insights for theory that could hold more general relevance.  
A single case study has been chosen since the time to conduct this study was limited and the 
authors aimed to explore this topic in-depth to develop an understanding of the literature and a 
model for further use. In order to deal with this, as many interviews as possible were conducted 
and we ended up with a total of eight interviews.  
Collecting data within the context of a case study can also help to create a more holistic basis, 
when the phenomena is relatively unexplored.  
Another limitation concerning the choice of a single case study on Jönköping University is that 
it is a private and not public university. Therefore, results may not be applicable to all 
universities in Sweden. However, it should be denoted that there are no significant differences 
between private and publicly owned universities in Sweden. Other limitations include that the 
study has been carried out within a Swedish context, which might influence the findings and 
their transferability considering, for example, cultural differences. Regarding this matter, it can 
be argued that Jönköping University is quite international which minimizes this limitation.  
Additionally, the authors faced a couple of inherent challenges before conducting the 
interviews. Since only employees of Jönköping University who work somewhat in relation to 
marketing or branding were of interest, it significantly narrowed down our sampling population. 
People we identified as fitting for our study often hesitated to do an interview because they 
were unsure if they could provide us with useful information. Therefore, authors chose to 
approach some of the interviewees in person to clarify the study and its aim. Also, participants 
suggested other employees which generated more potential interview objects.  
Adding on, there were a couple of data collection challenges. What has made interviewing 
challenging was that interviewees had to talk about the organization they are employed at which 
can lead to divided loyalties. This was overcome by offering them to be anonymous.   
All interviews were conducted in English which was not the first language of any of our 
interviewees, however they were always offered to speak Swedish whenever they felt like they 
could express themselves better that way. 
 
8.4 Areas for further research  
 
This paper has explored how a university can use branding based on the case study of Jönköping 
University. As highlighted several times within this study, branding for universities is barely 
researched in general and not investigated from an organizational perspective at all. Therefore, 
the authors think it would be worth repeating this study on a bigger scale with several HEIs 
which have a marketing department to make generalizations possible. Also, it would be 
beneficial to allow research more time for future studies to study a larger sample.  
A multiple case study would be another approach, which provides the option to interpret 
findings across and within various situations. This would also strengthen the reliability of 
findings. Likewise, data could also be gathered through a quantitative study to generate more 
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findings with a larger sample and thereby potentially gain new perspectives. Lastly, the study 
should be repeated within another context, for example in a different country.  
This study has touched upon various aspects which require further research, such as the topic 
of employee branding in the higher education sector. Future research could also explore the 
relation between brand and sub-brand in a university context. Further, more research could be 
done focusing on how universities can merge its different sub-brands (faculties) to become one 
brand. 
Also, a case study could be conducted taking both the university and the student perspective 
into consideration to be directly compared. Additionally, Jönköping University is a relatively 
young university and therefore it would be of interest to research how “old” universities work 
with their branding. Moreover, it could be interesting to research this topic in other countries, 
considering studies in different university cultures may result in dissimilar findings. 
Lastly, the UPCD model which the authors have developed requires further testing in different 
universities and settings. Research including this model should be conducted in other cultures 
than the Swedish one.  
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Appendix 1- Interview Questions  
 
Branding general 

1. Could you define your brand for us? --.> ‘what does JU stand for as a brand’ 
2. What are the core values, aims and beliefs of JU? 
3. Do you feel required/ pressured to strengthen your brand? →  
4. Why not? / What makes you feel pressured? 
5. Do you consider Branding as marketing activity  

6. Does the university actively invest in branding? (Time/Money) 

 
Brand identification 
 
Is there focus put on building long-lasting relationships with students? 

→ What are the activities used to create this relationship? 
     Does the university see students as ambassadors for the university? 

→ are they important? Do they fill a function? 
  

 
Brand architecture 
 

1. How is the marketing organized at the university? 
Þ Who are responsible for specific decisions? 
Þ How often do meetings take place and who is involved? 
2. From an organizational perspective: How do you structure brand strategies for the 

university?  (meetings/ people/ responsibilities) 
3. Do you perceive differences in the branding regarding the different faculties? 
4. → YES: Do you think these differences hold back the potential of the brand? 
5. Does your school have partnerships with other schools? (collaborations of any other 

type) 
6. (if yes) Do you use these partnerships in your branding activities? 

 
 
Brand awareness/ Social Media--- please give an example if yes and if no what could u 
image or are you working on something?  
 

1. Do you use online marketing communication? 
2. Do you still use prospects? Or other print media? (ads, newsletter, magazines, 

billboards) 
3. Do you engage in advertising campaigns (any specific months of the year?)  
4. Do you use Social Media? → Which ones (Instagram, Facebook, twitter, LinkedIn) 
5. Do you have a posting strategy (guidelines, content plan) when it comes to posting 

content? 
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6. Again, does your guidelines/strategies include rules for answering posts about the 
university? 

7. Do you monitor the feedback you get from the social media posts? 
  
 
Brand Reputation  

1. How do you aim to position your brand? → which favorable attributes and features do 
you try to communicate to the public, Also are there any benefits to choosing your 
university that you put emphasis on? (could be things as “new technology, good areas 
for studying, lots of student clubs, student friendly by offering student housing, 
international environment) 

2. Do you know what the general reputation of your institution is? → Are you satisfied 
with it? 

3. How do you collect feedback on your reputation?  
4. Do you work with KPI?  

 

 
 
 


